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EDITORIAL NOTES

Today, the concern about design is transferring from which design is the best one to which design is the most valuable one. Despite information is numerous 

and complicated, design itself can still be an individual system creating values without technology, media and even cultural context. Therefore, the society’s 

expectation on design is constantly getting higher, changing the role of designers in the society. With the special identity, the designers get involved in the 

society by deeply compensate on social problems, exploring the relationship of human and living space and the environment. They are contributed to rousing the 

independent awareness of the public and creating new social values as well as realizing commercial values. So, they become the new hope of the public, which is 

also the hope of APD.

Among the selected works this year, designers from many Asia-Pacific regions and cities show us a multi-dimensional picture of design concept and aesthetic exploration. They interpret and 

convey visually the deliberation on commercial values, social problems and culture. The works present the designers’ foresighted thinking and practical actions, no matter as perfect combination 

of design and commercial models or poetic expressions of personal ideas. Meanwhile, the regional connections and differences of design concepts and approaches are our main concerns this 

year. The unique cultural images and linguistic symbols are interpreted and reconstructed by the designers to express various design perspectives and explore the every possibility of combining 

with new media, new technologies and new models. It is these differences that maintain the multi-dimensional development of Asia-Pacific regions. 

APD in 2015 starts a new decade. We never forget our original aspirations. With the pure faith to design and professional pursuits, we hope to be the best recorder of the progress and 

development of design industry in Asia-Pacific regions, witnessing the history and future. Hereby, we would like to appreciate every contributing designers and loyal readers supporting APD 

No.11. Last but not the least, especially thank Mr.Ken-tsai Lee, Mr.Lei Zhizhong, Mr.Bi Xuefeng, Mr.Won Youhong, Mr.Takahashi Yoshiharu, Mr.Richard Poulin and Mr.Richard B. Doubleday for their 

efforts and supports to this book. 
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Wang Shaoqiang
⢸㉦ᑤ

The society’s expectation on design is 

constantly getting higher, changing 

the role of designers in the society. 

With the special identity, the designers 

get involved in the society by deeply 

compensate on social problems, 

exploring the relationship of human and 

living space and the environment.

WANG SHAOQIANG   ⢸㉦ᑤ
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Designer, Professor, Dean of Visual Art Design College of  Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts

Chief Editor of Design 360° – Concept and Design Magazine
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Eric Chan is a senior graphic designer in Hong Kong. With his design works, Mr. Chan has won over 380 awards at international and Hong 

Kong level in the past two decades, including the British D & AD Yellow Pencil Nomination, Gold Award One Show Design, Best of the Best 

as the annual award of the Japan Typography Association, Gold Award of Hong Kong Designers Association Biennale, and Gold Award of 

China International Poster Triennial. Mr. Chan had founded Eric Chan Design Co. Ltd. in 1991, committing to providing the clients with the 

services including corporate and brand image design, logo design, and corporate publications and package design. 

Mr. Chen Chaohong served as the Executive Member (2002-2008) and Vice-Chairman (2008-2014) of the Hong Kong Designers 

Association while serving as the professional and senior member of the Hong Kong Designers Association, the award-winning member of 

the British D & AD, and the member of the Japan Typography Association.
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Eric Chan
䮠䊲Ⴜ

EDITORIAL 
COMMITTEE
➦䖭㑃༁

A Senior graphic designer from Hong Kong and Branding Identity Consultant
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ERIC CHAN’S VIEWPOINT
The Dynasty of Paper Publication is Irreplaceable

The cold winter of paper media has arrived in 2016: some newspaper offices and 

periodical offices have stopped their business this year. It is particularly sad to hear 

that the traditional old bookstore “Jing Cheng” growing together with Hong Kong 

since 1970s and even a number of chain publishing houses have closed down. Does it 

mean that we have broken the relations with the paper publications? 

 The electronic media is overwhelming in recent years: a thin e-book in hand can offer 

you thousands of book; the popularized smart phones make the news instant, and 

you can touch your screen to read the news happened just a minute ago in form 

of both texts and illustrations; and the social conflicts and concerns are available 

on the electronic media for public attentions. Who will bother so long to wait for 

the morning news tomorrow or magazine next week? Does it mean that the paper 

publications are outdated? Is the winner is determined for the wrestling between 

print media and electronic media?
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Han Jiaying
䴀უ㠞

Founder of Han Jiaying Design

- e Guest Professor of School of City Design of Central Academy of Fine Arts (Shenzhen)
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HANG JIAYING’S VIEWPOINT

We always chase for a pure beauty. But in fact, design is a communication tool with 

others. That is to say, we design to communicate with target audiences. And if they 

cannot understand it, the design is meaningless.Regardless of the changes in the 

material and outer world, the knowledge we learnt from history and traditions is 

able to stand the test of time. As a result, when we express ourselves, we make it 

naturally. Although we sometimes pursue something initially, the motivation is our 

instinct.

 The taste for beauty appreciation is a critical factor for both designers and audiences. 

It is more of a spiritual thing than a material standard. For material factors, we have 

criterion for them. But for the spiritual factors, there are no standard answers.

䴀უ㠞e㻭吋
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Ken-tsai Lee designs the VI for Taiwan Designers’Week. Since 2009, he has been appointed as the Taiwan representative of ADC New 

York and Greater China representative of TDC New York. In 2009, he was appointed by Beijing World Design Congress as the curator of 

Contemporary International Poster Exhibition at Tsinghua University. In 2011, he was named the main lecturer on Taipei World Design 

Congress. 

He gave speeches at many design activities, such as The 2nd Latin American Design Festival International Design Forum, Agideas on 

Melbourne Design Festival, TYPOJANCHI at Seoul, BODW. In AREA published by Phaidon, he was recommended by Shigeo Fukuda as one of 

a hundred designers worth attention in the world, while in Graphis/#kh#zdv#rqh#ri#wzhqw|0Ľ#yh#prvw#dzdughg#ghvljqhuv#dqg#wkh#prvw#dfwlyh#

Taiwan graphic designer during 2005-2010 in the world. His personal exhibitions were held at New York, Hangzhou, and Nanjing. Besides, 

he was the jury for New York Festivals, Victorian Premier's Design Awards, Poster for Tomorrow Awards, IF Student Awards and Taiwan 

International Creative Competition.
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Ken-tsai Lee
ᱻᵦౕ

Assistant Professor of Industrial and Commercial Department of the National Taiwan University 

of Science and Technology
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The graphic design curator for the 1st China Design Exhibition. Member of AGI, D&AD and ADC. Han Jiaying has won many 

awards, including Gold Design for Graphic Design in China, Gold award in Hong Kong Design exhibition. His works are 

selected for the D&AD almanac of the UK, ADC New York almanac, and collected in Poster Museum in Chaumont, France and 

Poster Museum in Germany, to name a few. Since 1997, he has won countless awards for the covers and posters designed for 

the popular literary magazine, Frontiers, and held his Frontiers Personal Exhibition in France in 2003. From 2012 to 2014, his 

shuvrqdo#ghvljq#h{klelwlrq#fdoohg#Uhľ# #hfwlrq#kdv#ehhq#khog#dw#RFW#Duw#dqg#Ghvljq#Jdoohu|/#FDID#Duw#Pxvhxp#dqg#wkh#Exqg#lq#

Shanghai successively.
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 As a native graphic designer, I have a different perspective on this matter. I have 

witnessed the glorious years of design and advertising industry, so I deeply know 

that there are close relations among design, paper and printing. The selection of 

different paper is a part of the design. Each variety of paper will offer you unique 

feeling when you touch it and different visual effects when you watch it. There are 

even ever-changing processes of the paper beyond the design. The professional 

printing companies will adopt excellent inks releasing bursts of fragrance when you 

read them – it is known as the “fragrance of book”. A book lover will be unparalleled 

touched and pleased when he or she reads a high quality book. In a nutshell: too love 

to let go the books – how can we feel so when we hold the electronic screens? It is 

a backward other than seemingly a progress if the people take the “instant” as the 

only indicator of the progress of the times while abandoning the cultural essence. I 

believe that today there are still a large number of designers and intellectuals love 

and cherish the traditional books. The “fragrance of book” will surely go on from 

generation to generation as long as such a kind of feeling is existed!
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KEN-TSAI LEE’S VIEWPOINT
Exchange Means Communication 

I was invited to return to Taiwan in 2009 and then serve as the visiting professor at 

the National Taiwan University of Arts. I am thinking about how to bring what I had 

watched and learnt in New York for 7 years to Taiwan, so that more designers and 

students in Taiwan can benefit from the exchange on design. 

In 2008 I was so lucky to receive the invitation to serve as the Taiwan representative in the Art Directors 

Club in New York with a history of more than 90 years, and almost at the same time I was invited to 

serve as the regional representative of the Type Directors Club (TDC) in New York with a history of 

more than 60 years. As the important international design organizations, only high quality works can 

win in their annual competitive exhibitions.

I still remember that when I was in New York, I often spent a lot of time at site to feel with my hands, 

read the books and watch the packages as long as these exhibitions are held. I have the opportunities 

to introduce these two exhibitions to Taiwan just because I serve as a local representative in such two 

organizations. 

The reason why the university provides great supports is not just for introduction of the exhibitions 

to Taiwan. I began the planning of the Chinese Characters Design Exhibition since 2013, aiming at 

showing the possibilities of design of Chinese Characters, and through invitations and solicitations in 

the regions using the Chinese Characters, at realizing a systematic display of the outstanding design 

works of Chinese Characters, also introducing abroad for exhibitions. 

The Chinese Characters Design Exhibition held in Singapore National Design Center in 2015 is just 

the first stop of the overseas exchange exhibitions. The Taiwan Design Exhibition will be organized in 

the Basel School of Design in October 2016, and the Chinese Characters Exhibition is scheduled to be 

organized in Japan next year. 

Exchange means communication. Hope the exchange between Taiwan and other countries and 

regions in the world can be more and more frequent and more contacts will give birth to more sparks 

of creation. 
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Liu Xiaoxiang, a member of Alliance Graphique Internationale (AGI), a Standing Committee Member of China Design Arts Publishing 

Association, Editorial Committee of Higher Education Press and Art Director of Liu Xiaoxiang Studio. He won many awards including “The 

Most Beautiful Books in the World” for 3 times (Leipzig, German), Book Design Award of Paju Book Award (Korea), “The Most Beautiful 

Books in China” for 14 times, The 3rd “Book Design Award of Chinese Press Government Award” and the 5th, 6th Gold Award of “National 

Book Binding Art Exhibition Review Award”
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Liu Xiaoxiang
㔁

Art Director of Liu Xiaoxiang Studio
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LIU XIAOXIANG’S VIEWPOINT

The “Asia-Pacific Design” yearbook makes up a stage for the designers in the Asia-

Pacific to communicate and show their works. Since the publication of this yearbook, 

there are cutting-edge, mature, perfect and fantastic works to be collected each 

year, serving as an annual celebration and showing the direction to the future design 

development in Asia-Pacific region. 

The design has been integrated into the communities and served as an expression 

and a kind of energy of the designer on public issues. Such a kind of social energy 

based on design decentralization has an impact on the design methodology already. 

The design in Asia-Pacific region is on a road based on freedom of information 

transfer, and more influential designs will show in front of the readers with the 

publication of the “Asia-Pacific Design” yearbook every year. 
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Award-winning graphic designer John Lutz is the Chicago partner at internationally acclaimed Selbert Perkins Design. He 

graduated from the University of Cincinnati, and currently serves as the 2016/17 president of the Society for Experiential 

Graphic Design (SEGD). He has above 20 years of experience in collaborating with municipalities, public agencies, etc. to 

create innovative, branded environments worldwide. He takes a sculptural approach to his environmental work, creating 

v|vwhpv#wkdw#surylgh#erwk#ylvxdo#gudpd#dqg#hļ# hfwlyh#frppxqlfdwlrq/#dqg#kh#eulqjv#dq#lpdjlqdwlyh#hqhuj|#wr#klv#surmhfwv1#Klv#

remarkable creativity and diligence resulted in bold, unique design solutions that consistently exceed expectations.
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Larry Peh is the founder and creative director of award-winning design studio &Larry, and is also a founding member of The Design Society 

in Singapore. Awarded by Perspective Magazine in 2012 as one of the top 40 design talents under the age of 40 in Asia, Having adopted 

the motto to “take your pleasure seriously”, examples of this philosophy can be seen in his diverse body of work that includes branding, 

graphic design, advertising, product and spatial design. In 2014, Larry was conferred Designer of the Year at the President’s Design Award.
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Larry Peh
⮪ᔄ⥷

John Lutz Partner of Selbert Perkins Design

President of the Society for Experiential Graphic Design (SEGD)
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Founder, Creative Director of &Larry
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JOHN LUTZ’S VIEWPOINT

I am thrilled to have been asked to be a part of the Editorial Committee for Asia-

Pacific Design Annual which recognizes the best & brightest designers from around 

the globe. As president of SEGD, I’ve had the opportunity to design and review 

projects that integrate graphic design directly into the environment; from branded 

corporate spaces, signage & way finding in airports and sports stadiums, museum 

exhibits, university campuses and entertainment venues. Being asked to be a part of 

the Asia-Pacific Design Annual is a true honor and I look forward to being a part of 

this internationally recognized association.
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LARRY PEH’S VIEWPOINT

As someone who believes art and design shouldn’t exist in a vacuum, I always begin 

a new project by putting the name of the client or creative partner before my own 

– hence, the studio’s name &Larry. This spirit of collaboration and mutual respect 

extends from the personal level out to the greater sphere of our social and physical 

environment, and is reflected in the thinking that goes into each piece of work.

 On a personal capacity, I often look to Marshall McLuhan’s assertion, “We march 

backwards into the future”, in that I strive to work with or around tested perceptions, 

parameters and rituals instead of doing away with them. There is no purpose in 

creating a door handle that no one would know how to use. I believe effective 

designs are based on mirroring familiar associations and everyday experiences to 

derive better and more efficient solutions.
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Seung Min Han is now Adjunct Professor of Hansung University Art & Design Institute, Seoul (Korea), Adjunct Professor 

of Dongseoul College, Gyeonggi-do (Korea) and Creative Director of About Art Graphics, Seoul (Korea). He was graduated 

from Kookmin University, Visual Communication Design, MFA (Seoul) and Raffles College of Design & Commerce, Visual 

Communication, BFA (Sydney). He was awarded more than 15th prizes including The 19th Korea Tourism Poster, Korea 

Tourism Organization (Korea), Bronze Winner of Seoul Best Tourism Souvenir Award (Korea), The 40th Korea Industrial 

Design Exhibition (Korea) and The 2nd Korea International Poster Biennale (Korea) etc. He had 18 Solo Exhibitions and more 

than 60 Group & Art-fair Exhibitions. 
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Seung Min Han
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Design Educator/Creative Director/Graphic Designer
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SEUNG MIN HAN’S VIEWPOINT

South Korea designer works exhibited in the print area are excellent conceptual 

approach. Resize a variety of books than just aesthetic beauty also it shows a 

conceptual idea reflects the function and meaning of communication. To find a 

logical connectivity and differentiated representation rather than relying on the 

sense of the figurative elements and structural types are evaluated highly the effort. 

Editorial Layout of images and text will show a unique methodical attempt while 

maintaining the aesthetic principle. Functional thinking reflected the design system 

of text information and space is used. Also it shows how to represent a unique and 

differentiated focus and visual interest. It suggests a various attempts at creative 

visual expression for effective communication, through the commercial approach and 

experimental methods. Delivery of text information also showed a tendency to switch 

to the information graphic easier to understand and more valuable information than 

the one way communication system. Also it looks beyond the form of work in the 

form of books, to communicate value and aesthetic value shows the creative ideas 

based on reality and logicality.

 South Korea designers work been exhibited in the poster areas are highly valued for 

the unique differentiating intentional expression. Deliveries of information posters are 

giving more attention to the meaning in the interaction methods.

 The South Korea works exhibited in the package area are often the product, and 

also the advertising campaign features getting up the brand value of the goods that 

is wonderful. The overall of the Korea designer works show conceptual approach 

getting the new ideas for the value and expression of communication. Realism, 

logicality, on the basis of creativity, show a formal experiment and try a variety 

of expressions. And accelerate the new visual language of expressive attempt to 

enhance the creative and logical connectivity and communications value of design.
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Steven Watson is a Co-Founder and Co-Creative Director at Turnstyle, an internationally recognized design and branding 

firm located in Seattle, whose clients include Air Seychelles, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Bluetooth, Microsoft, 

Nordstrom, Nike, Starbucks and many others. His work has been recognized by AIGA, Communication Arts, D&AD, the Dieline 

Awards, Red Dot. Watson has judged various design competitions including the Communication Arts Design Annual. He 

previously served on the board of the Seattle chapter of the American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIGA) and earned a BFA in 

graphic design at Brigham Young University.
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Steven Watson Co-Founder and Co-Creative Director at Turnstyle
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STEVEN WATSON’S VIEWPOINT
Certain/Uncertain Design Futures 

In our desire to maintain relevance, my firm is constantly asking the question, “Where 

is design going?” After over two decades in the field, we’ve resigned ourselves to the 

reality that the only thing we can truly predict is that we will be poor predictors of 

exactly how things will evolve. But even as trends, technology and cultural influences 

continue to change, converge, bleed and morph, we take some solace in our belief 

that some universal principles of design will always be relevant—design will always 

be a function of understanding, employing and recombining the semantics of culture 

in innovative and emotive ways.

 I recently read a statistic that of the 7 billion people on the planet, roughly 4 billion 

are not yet online. Perhaps our design futures lie in catering to those masses, not 

just on our terms, but on theirs. “Digitizing” them will likely characterize that wave of 

progress, but perhaps there will also be cultural and/or practical considerations with 

significant analog implications. 
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And surely our own first-world digital experiences will continue to change. Only 

recently have we evolved from a world of digital experiences bounded by desktop 

browsers into a world that features myriad screens and devices, necessitating a 

whole new, responsive approach to design. Perhaps the near future will liberate us 

from screens altogether, leading to the need for design to be ever more dynamic. 

Will we relish that liberation and the increasing complexity it will bring? Or will we 

ultimately long for the comfort in the constraint of four sides of a piece of paper?
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Takahashi Yoshimaru regards visual design as the culture demonstrating the history and the foundation of its expression. 
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design. He was awarded for many times, including New York ADC Silver Awards, Hong Kong Designers Association Silver 

Awards, and Excellent Awards of Japan Typography Association. His main publications are FUZZY Communication. Emotional 

Typography and Design World of Takahashi Yoshimaru etc. He is the professor and dean of design sector in Osaka University 

of Arts. He is the member to Japan Graphic Designers Association, Tokyo TDC, and NY TDC.
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Takahashi Yoshiharu
倅ὸͥ

Professor at Osaka University of Arts , Design Department Chairman

President of Kokokwnaru Co., Ltd.
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TAKAHASHI YOSHIMARU’S VIEWPOINT
Feeling the Breeze in Graphic Design

I see more and more new, stylish cafes recently. What I mean by ‘stylish’ is spacious 

interiors with simple furniture and the absence of ornamentation, or decorative 

objects. They’re different to the former overly decorated coffee shops; in many cases 

they’re just simple white boxes. Their extravagance is in their emptiness. A pleasant 

breeze is the only thing that stirs inside. It’s also product design, like the simple 

design of Apple products.

 Incidentally, this is what we’re also seeing in recent graphic design and typography. 

Both type and logotype using many light fonts with few decorative visuals; bold, 

heavy type has almost disappeared completely. There’s space between letters, and 

line-spacing is open. A simple layout with plenty of white space is ‘stylish’. The few 

colors used are generally light on a white base; this visual ventilation gives a pleasant 

feeling. I feel a pleasant graphic design breeze blowing.

 The world demands the simple, the light, the slender and the faint. Why is this so? We 

are driven on a daily basis to know many things, though information is in abundance, 

and on top of all this, we have to catch up with the times. It may be that we want to 

just drop everything on our plates and relax. We may want to liberalize our minds. Do 

we desire the delicate over the strong, the gentle over the energetic?

 Graphic design is always well attuned to the mood of the times. Advertising portrays 

society’s desires. One can see the times by viewing graphic design; it has always 

been this way. The design you’re making today will speak of the era to people in the 

distant future.
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Ulhas Moses is an award winning visual artist and one of India’s leading graphic designers and founder of UMS design studio 

which is internationally recognized for its work. He holds a masters degree from IDC, Industrial Design Centre, IIT Bombay. 

The design work of Ulhas Moses has won prestigious awards like Shankars President of India award for art, the New York Type 

Directors Club Award and has been featured in authoritative design books such as Daab (Germany), Design No Hikidashi (Japan), 

Index (Spain), Etapes Magazine (France) and Rockport (USA).
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Ulhas Moses Artist and Graphic Designer from India
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Yap Weng Nam is a graphic designer and visual artist from Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. He holds a B.A. degree in Graphic 

Design at Royal Academy of Art, The Hague in 2012. Yap Weng Nam’s strength lies in his ability to produce solutions that 

push creative limits yet answer the client’s brief. In 2015, he was nominated as one of the young guns under Antalis 102030 

programme, and also invited to give a lecture and workshop in International Workshop & Seminar: Creative Trends in Digital 

Art and Design at Chaoyang University of Technology, Taiwan.
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Yap Weng Nam
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Graphic designer and visual artist from Malaysia
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YAP WENG NAM’S VIEWPOINT

As you may know the stereotype image of graphic design is about printing matter, 

typography, layout design, and so on, which is mostly two-dimensional. But in this 

century, the role of graphic design is transforming due to the technology evolvement, 

ranging from software to hardware, and it is heading to diverse paths as it fuses 

with variety of disciplines such as architecture, music, entertainment, system and 

whatever potential fields. It doesn't merely play a role of solving visual problems, but 

possess a multi-role of bringing creativity by using different medias that not only 

limited to printed media.

 Technology rapidly changing the rules of game, we are currently living in a globalized 

era, designers are much more easier to see works and cultural exchange from and 

with other countries, the global visual trend may get closer among the continents. 

The trend come and go, and aesthetic may vary over time, design while preserving 

and imparting our own culture may be one of the challenge to differ us from others. 

it is an exciting moment to witness on the future development of graphic design 

in Asia. The definition and role of graphic designer has become multitasking and 

challenging, yet now has more choices and possibilities than before.
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ULHAS MOSES’S VIEWPOINT
Fusion in my Design

I would like to share the beauty of fusion in my design. The focus and research of my 

work has been to create a unique and personal visual design language that engages 

contemporary design with traditional Indian symbolism. Indian art and philosophy 

can give form to the formless and explain the most complex metaphysical ideas, I 

draw from this rich symbolism and interpret it in a contemporary context in my work. 

I try to fuse both modern design ideas with traditional concepts, the new and the old. 

Thus it is formly rooted in the past but looking to the future.

This approach I have developed is called “Art+Craft+Design”, which also seeks to 

achieve a delicate balance and a fusion between these three elements.

 Craft deals with skill and techniques. It has a lot to do with working with one’s hand 

to lend the human touch to the work. I strive to have a painterly quality, I often hand 

draw, paint and then manipulate with digital techniques. Design is about creating 

order, the encoding of signs, typography. Here I employ more structured thinking, 

grid and programmatic problem solving for clear communication and information 

design.

 Through this fusion I aim to create work that has soul and speak about the human 

condition, work that is expressive and that can establish an emotional connection 

with my audiences. Throughout Asia we see this kind of fusion in everyday life 

around us, this multi-cultural diversity of Asian culture ,forms, rituals and languages is 

an endless treasure trove of inspiration to me.
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